
Monkey 
Mountain 

The central city of Danang has a mountain 
of marble and limestone rock group 
known as the marble mountains. This group of 
5 mountains, whose names represent the 5 
elements, stands very close to the line of coast 
of Danang, in the center of Vietnam. 

Popular place for spiritual retreat and 

pilgrimage, is composed of several pagodas 

Buddhist, remnants of the Champa civilization 

and caves inside the mountains, natural caves 

formed by erosion, water and the passage of 

time. Mountain Thuy Son is the largest 

mountain group comprising marble mountains 

of Da Nang, with several caves, caverns, 

pagodas and 2 viewpoints with some 

spectacular views of Danang city and the coast 

with the sea in the background. 

Discovery Coastal Land 
Time: Half day Transportation: Car 

Marble 
Mountain 

Away from the city center 10 km to the 
northeast, with the height of 693m above 
sea level, Son Tra Peninsula is a nature 
conservation area and rich diversity. It is 
famous as home to unique floral with many 
rare animals such as deer, monkeys, gibbons, 
orangutans, monkey rub the patch, red 
chicken. What remains of the American 
military presence are a couple of radar domes 
(still used by the Vietnamese military and a 
no-go for tourists) next to a helicopter pad. 

Linh Ung, a colossal new Buddha statue 
positioned on a lotus-shaped platform that 
looks south to Danang city 

 

Cham Museum 
The Museum’s first building was opened in 1919, but 

many Cham sculptures collected in Da Nang, Quang 

Nam and elsewhere were brought to the site over the 

preceding twenty years. The collection was begun by 

French archaelogists and experts from L’École Francaise 

d’Extrême Orient (EFEO). Some artefacts were sent to 

Paris and others to the Ha Noi and Sai Gon (now Ho Chi 

Minh City) museums, but many typical objects were left 

in Tourane (now Da Nang) 
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 HCM: 04 Nguyen Dinh Chieu St., Dakao Ward, Dist.1, HCMC, Vietnam 
DaNang: 99A Nui Thanh St., Hai Chau Dist., DaNang City, Vietnam 

Tel: HCM(+84)862.882.046|DN(+84)511.3617.043 

Fax: HCM(+84)862.882.047|DN(+84)511.3634.837 

Email: info@oriental-destinations.com 
Web: www.oriental-destinations.com   

mailto:info@destinations.net.vn
http://www.oriental-destinations.com/
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Issue #: [Date] Dolor Sit Amet 

 

PROGRAM 

Pick up at hotel 

Visit Marble Mountain including 
River viewing Pavilion, Tam Thai 
pagoda, Huyen Khong Cave, Van Thong Grotto, 
Sea – Viewing Pavillion, Xa Loi Tower and Linh Ung Pagoda 

Visit Marble Mountain Stone Sculpture Village 

Visit Cham Museum 

Shopping at Han Market 

Heading back to hotel 

End of program 

MARBLE MOUNTAIN, CHAM MUSEUM 

AND HAN MARKET 

Discovery Coastal Land 

09:00 

09:15 

 

 

10:00 

10:30 

11:30 

12:30 

13:00 

 Tickets   Tour guides 

 Insurance   Service fee 

 Cyclo tour   VAT 

 Transportation  

 

Including 

 Personal expenses 

 Lunch 

 

Do NOT including 

 Children under 5: free 

 Children 5-11 years old: 50% adult 

fee 

 

Children fee 


